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Orange boxes are 
algorithms.
Blue/Grey boxes are 
input/output data.

Track fitting uses the truth 
seeded results.
Seeds are produced from the 
orthogonal seeder, but not used 
for track fitting.

TrackSeeding

CentralTrackSeedingResults

https://eic.github.io/EICrecon/#/design/tracking
https://eic.github.io/EICrecon/#/design/tracking


Update to use real seed for tracking
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Orange boxes are 
algorithms.
Blue/Grey boxes are 
input/output data.
Green box is a factory 
to reformat data type.

TrackSeeding
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SeededTrackParams

CentralCKFSeededTrajectories

CKFTracking
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How this can be used

➢The code lives in our track-QA branch: 

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/tree/track-qa-barak

➢The new datatypes and factories shown above do not affect the 
previous workflow. So, they can be merged into the main branch 
without causing any changes to the standard output ROOT file.

➢A user can access the tracks which use the realistic seeding by using 
the following in a Plugin:

auto trajectories = event->Get<eicrecon::TrackingResultTrajectory>("CentralCKFSeededTrajectories");

instead of (for truth seeded tracks):

auto trajectories = event->Get<eicrecon::TrackingResultTrajectory>("CentralCKFTrajectories");
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https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/tree/track-qa-barak/src/tests/track_qa


Seeding parameter format
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Truth seeded parameters
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https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/TrackParamTruthInit.cc

This is what gets passed to the 
tracking algorithm.

These parameters and surface 
come from the generated 
particle.

The covariance matrix of the 
seed is hardcoded.

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/TrackParamTruthInit.cc


Put orthogonal seeding output into same format

Seeder writes out an edm4eic::TrackParameters
data type which can be accessed in ROOT file

Convert to eicrecon::TrackParameters data 
type as input for track fitting
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https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/TrackSeeding.cc

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/track-qa-barak/src/global/tracking/TrackParamSeeding_factory.cc

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/TrackSeeding.cc
https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/track-qa-barak/src/global/tracking/TrackParamSeeding_factory.cc
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https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/TrackSeeding.cc

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/track-qa-barak/src/global/tracking/TrackParamSeeding_factory.cc

The covariance matrix of the seed 
is also hardcoded here.

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/TrackSeeding.cc
https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/track-qa-barak/src/global/tracking/TrackParamSeeding_factory.cc


Seeder configuration file
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https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/track-qa-barak/src/algorithms/tracking/OrthogonalTrackSeedingConfig.h

Parameters can be changed on command 
line during EICRecon running

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/track-qa-barak/src/algorithms/tracking/OrthogonalTrackSeedingConfig.h


Seeder configuration file
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Implemented seed 
filter/confirmation options based 

on suggestion of ACTS expert.



Track fitting
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Orange boxes are 
algorithms.
Blue/Grey boxes are 
input/output data.
Green box is a factory 
to reformat data type.

TrackSeeding

CentralTrackSeedingResults

TrackParamSeeding_factory

SeededTrackParams

CentralCKFSeededTrajectories

CKFTracking
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Number of reconstructed tracks
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Truth Seeded Real Seeded



Number of reconstructed tracks

Truth Seeded Real Seeded
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Number of tracks equals number of 
seeds.

Plot produced using default seed 
finder/filter parameters in Config file.



Hits in tracking detector and track reconstruction
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Hits in tracking detector and track reconstruction
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Truth Seeded Real Seeded

Total number of digitized hits in 
tracking detector – not necessarily 

equal to number of hit used in 
track fit.

Minimum of 4 hits seen when a 
real seeded track is reconstructed



Number of measurements used per track

Truth Seeded Real Seeded
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Number of measurements used per track

Truth Seeded Real Seeded
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How can the reconstructed tracks have less 
than 3 measurements, when a seed 
requiring a triplet has been found?

May need to consider number of outliers.

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/CKFTrackingConfig.h

https://github.com/eic/EICrecon/blob/main/src/algorithms/tracking/CKFTrackingConfig.h


Additional track information: Track χ2
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Truth Seeded Real Seeded



Additional track information: Track momentum resolution
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Truth Seeded Real Seeded



Track hit and generated particle association

➢For the ongoing seeding studies/parameter optimization, it would be 
useful to have and easy way to associate the digitized hit with the MC 
particle(s) which caused the hit.

➢This can be done to some extent now for single particle events, but it 
is not very user-friendly. Shyam is developing a code that would allow 
us to do this more easily.
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Track hit and generated particle association
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Monte Carlo particles – both 
primary and saved secondaries

Geant-level hits in the inner Si 
vertex layers



Track hit and generated particle association
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We see that one primary particle has been 
generated.
By comparing the hit ‘quality’ or momentum, 
we can see which hits come from the primary 
particle. (This way probably wouldn’t work with 
multiple primary particles.)



Track hit and generated particle association
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Geant-level hits in the inner Si 
vertex layers

Digitized hits in the same detector



Track hit and generated particle association
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We can match based on cell ID and then use above method to 
associate with the primary particle. A simpler way would be better.



Summary

➢We have developed the machinery to use the real seeds in the track 
fitting.

➢The real-seeded tracks can be accessed in an EICRecon Plugin. A user-
controlled flag is being developed to switch between the seeding 
types – see next talk by Dmitry.

➢We are working on optimizing the seed parameters.
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